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In the first workshop step an artificial device is used to 
identify and describe the composed physical character 
of the urban field.

The territorial fields to be considered are “in-between 
cities” of the Milan urban region:
1. from Magenta to Milan/da Magenta a Milano
2. from Legnano to Milan/da Legnano a Milano
3. from Rho to Agrate/da Rho ad Agrate
4. from Treviglio to Milan/da Treviglio a Milano
5. from Lodi to Milan/da Lodi a Milano





The sampling work is an artificial construction: the
territory of the new “in-between cities” and of the 
project is not done, has not sure boundaries, but it is 
necessary to recognize it. 

This is the result of an operation which describes and 
interprets the physical and social phenomena of the 
urban field



A VirtuaI Exploration



Transects as survey tools

In the geographical and bio-ecological sciences the 
transect method (according to Alexander von Humboldt 
example) is an artificial device to recognize 
environmental differences and recurrences.
Strictly related with the cultural legacy of von Humboldt 
is the “valley section” by Patrick Geddes: both used 
sections, perspectives, samples in the description of the 
biological sense of the territory.



Alexander von Humboldt - The results of the transect analysis of a vulcan in South 
America are notated with the names of the biological world of the mountain: a new 
biological field in substitution of the apparency of the mountain. 



The evolution represented with the tools of the valley section by Patrick Geddes. 



A contemporary transect operation made by a team of anthropologists and 
geographers. 



Wide geographical and ecological transects. 



Small-size-transect submarine survey. 



Transect analysis of two archeological sites. 



Eastern transect: patterns and perceptive analysis of the townscape of San 
Francisco (Berkeley University – workshop). 



Zipped sequences of samples 
In the meaning of our work the transect in not related 
with a specifically interpretation of the urban filed: in the 
New Urbanism school is deeply used with the aim to find 
and demonstrating the relationship between city and 
nature, between develop and natural evolution of the 
town. 

Dauny and Plater Zyrbek (APA Journal, 2002). 
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Google Earth as a survey tool

The work space is Google Earth: 
different height, movements, measures, possibility to 
print and take screen shots, reading geographical 
information's, possibility to read a post local and special 
information.

First of all, territory have to be surfed, zooming in and 
out. After this exploration, transverses have to be traced 
and square samples have to be chosen.
The aim of the operation is describing different and 
significant visible territorial features: significant are the 
density of different micro patterns, recurrences and 
exceptions, presence of parts or elements of big 
territorial patterns, recurrences of path, shapes and 
dimensions, character of the surfaces…



Interpreting transect survey suggestion in the 
workshop activity

1. trace the “between x and x” field

2. choose 1000x1000 square metres with the aim to
catch distinctive territorial features (for about 20 
samples complexively selected).





real scale: 1000 m = 20 cm : scale 1:5000   





Memo

Some technical steps to be considered:
-- to compose a wide photographic basis of the territorial
field by a sequence of screen shots to be elaborated
with Photoshop (colour correction, crops…)
- to name and order the square samples, preparing their
catalog;
- to write notes and sketch drawings to fix the essential
features recognised in the survey.



Laboratorio di Progettazione urbanistica

Urban Planning & Design Workshop: have a good journey! 


